Café ™ Energy Star® 18.6 Cu. Ft. Counter-Depth
French-Door Refrigerator
CWE19SP3ND1 / CWE19SP2NS1
APPEARANCE
Counter-depth design
Exterior design
Handle design
Hidden door hinges

Yes
Contoured crown doors
Café™
Yes

FEATURES
Configuration
WiFi connect
Temperature management
features
Defrost type
Control type
Dispenser
Icemaker

ALSO
AVAILABLE IN

Water filtration
Filter location
Door alarm

Fresh food cabinet drawers
CWE19SP2NS1
Stainless Steel
with Brushed
Stainless handles
CWE19SP3ND1
Matte Black with
Brushed Stanless handles

ADA

COMPLIANT

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Enjoy the aesthetic and amenities of a French-door refrigerator that
fits in a 33-inch opening
Create a built-in look with counter-depth design that fits flush with
surrounding cabinetry
Enjoy a cleaner appliance appearance with internal water dispenser
Display groceries like a gallery with showcase LED lighting positioned
throughout the interior to spotlight your favorite foods and containers
Easily store your farmer's market veggies and fresh fruits in two humiditycontrolled drawers, and place large items like party platters and sheet
cakes in a full-width, adjustable-temperature drawer
Open the door as often as you need to while cooking or attending to
guests and trust the Turbo Cool setting to make adjustments that will
properly maintain the refrigerator's interior temperature
Spend less time looking for your favorite frozen foods thanks to multi-level
freezer baskets that make organization easy
Choose your refrigerator's exact temperature using easily adjustable
controls with a digital actual temperature display, stored in-the-door
for a subtle, hidden appearance
Make room for tall items like milk and fruit juice with a Quick Space shelf
that slides away usefully
Enjoy water and ice from the refrigerator with total peace of mind, thanks
to an advanced water filtration system that uses RPWFE replacement
filters to remove 98% of pharmaceuticals*
*Removes 98% of ibuprofen, atenolol, fluoxetine, progesterone and trimethoprim.
These pharmaceuticals are not necessarily in all users’ water.

Fresh food cabinet shelves
Fresh food door bins
Fresh food features
Freezer storage baskets
Freezer cabinet drawer features
Freezer features
Exterior style
Leveling system
Performance features

French door
ConnectPlus
Turbo Cool setting; Multiflow air system
with electronic sensors
Frost Guard
Upfront electronic temperature controls;
Digital temperature display
Internal water
Factory-installed
GE water filtration 6 month; XWF; water
filter indicator light
Upper right corner
Yes
Multi-level drawers; 2 humidity controlled
drawers; 1 full-width, adjustable
temperature drawer
5 total; glass; 4 split adjustable;
1 Quick Space shelf
8 Clear Look; 6 adjustable with gallon
storage; 2 fixed
Interior lighting - dual level LED
2 total; 1 full-width, full-extension plastic
Freezer drawer
Interior lighting - LED; ice bucket
Counter-depth
2 point front adjustable
Easily removable door gaskets

CAPACITY
Total capacity (cubic feet)
Fresh food capacity
Freezer capacity

18.6 cu. ft.
13.57 cu. ft.
5.01 cu. ft.

WEIGHTS & DIMENSIONS
Overall depth
Overall height
Overall width
Case depth without door
Depth with door open 90°
Depth without handle
Height to top of case
Height to top of hinge
Width w/door open 90° incl. handle
Approximate shipping weight
Net weight

31 in
69-7/8 in.
32-3/4 in.
24-1/8 in.
42-in.
29-in.
68-5/8 in.
69-3/4 in.
40-1/2 in.
252 lb.
232 lb.

Café ™ Energy Star® 18.6 Cu. Ft. Counter-Depth
French-Door Refrigerator

Dimensions (in inches)

I
H

CWE19SP3ND1 / CWE19SP2NS1
WARRANTY
Parts warranty
Labor warranty
Warranty notes

Limited 1-year entire appliance
Limited 1-year entire appliance
See written warranty for full details
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OVERALL
DIMENSIONS

AIR
CLEARANCES

A B C

OVERALL
DIMENSIONS

I
H

Height to top of door (in.) A

69-7/8

Height to top of hinge (in.) B

69-3/4

Height to top of case (in.) C

68-5/8

Case depth without door (in.) D

24-1/8

AIR
CLEARANCES

Case depth less door handle (in.) E
ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

CXMA3H3PNBZ
Brushed Bronze
3 handles

Case depth with door handle (in.) F

Depth with fresh food door open 90˚ (in.) G

69-7/8

Height to top of hinge (in.) B

69-3/4

Height to top of case (in.) C

68-5/8

Case depth without door (in.) D

24-1/8

Case depth less door handle (in.) E

29

Case depth with door handle (in.) F

31

Depth with fresh food door open 90˚ (in.) G

42

Width (in.) H

32-3/4

Width with door open 90˚ with door handle (in.) I

40-1/2
1/8

Each side (in.)
Top (in.)

1

Back (in.)

2

29
31
42

Width (in.) H

32-3/4

Width with door open 90˚ with door handle (in.) I

40-1/2
1/8

Each side (in.)

1

Top (in.)
Back (in.)

Height to top of door (in.) A

CXMA3H3PNSS
Brushed Stainless
3 handles

2

CXMA3H3PNBT
Brushed Black
3 handles

CXMA3H3PNCU
Brushed Copper
3 handles

(Standard on Matte Black
and Stainless Steel)

For answers to your Café™ product questions, visit our website at cafeappliances.com.
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